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. It is commonly asserted that people were hanged at Salem on charges of spectral

appearance; and the way to avoid hanging was to confess. Non-spectral acts of witchcraft are regarded

as inconsequential to the outcome of the trials. Yet it was the non-spectral acts which provided the one

magnet that attracted attention from the court. No one charged only with spectral appearance was even

tried. The reprieves granted to confessors were the last decisions the court was allowed to make. This

profile provides evidence that the standard claims about the court of oyer and terminer’s use of evidence

are the reverse of what actually happened, and highlights a number of patterns that have gone

unremarked, requiring fresh interpretations.

The Salem witchcraft episode of  was a baroque manifestation, with a

multitude of contorted configurations and florid descriptions that defy any

standard, comprehensive retelling. After three hundred years, it still reflects a

turbulence in society that is difficult to tame into normal channels of rational

discourse. The subject matter itself carries an esoteric aura that feeds popular

fantasy, and impedes scientific efforts to unravel the data of what happened,

when, and how. There is an emotional content in the original documents that

is difficult to recapture in rational descriptive discourse. Partly because of these

esoteric and emotive elements, the fads of Salem scholarship have often

perpetuated misunderstandings that have told us more about the predilections

of the period in which they were produced than they have about the original

event.

I

One unresolved difficulty concerns how to interpret the roles played by the

various types of evidence presented to the court of oyer and terminer as it

conducted the trials. Standard interpretations fail to reflect the bases upon

* The original study, of which this is an extension, was under the direction of Barry Schwartz.

Thanks also to Fred Bates, Robert Bogue, Dwight Freshley, Sandy Martin, and Ira Robinson for

dialogue and commentary. Richard Weisman provided critical comments on an earlier draft of this

argument. Larry Gragg’s comments have shaped the outcome, and the argument is sharpened by

responses of anonymous referees. The article grew, in part, out of participation in the ‘Perspectives

on Witchcraft ’ conference, a tercentenary observance of the Salem witchcraft trials, held in Salem,

MA, June , sponsored by Salem State College, the Essex Institute, et al. An abbreviated form

of this argument was presented at the New England Historical Association, Waltham,

Massachusetts,  Apr. .
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which selection for trial and execution occurred. It is the thesis of this study that

there has been a general misunderstanding of the rules used by the court in

making its selections which continues to hamper development of an adequate

theoretical base upon which to build a satisfactory critical understanding.

Three major types of evidence were present in the proceedings – spectral

evidence, non-spectral acts of malefic witchcraft, and confession. Definitions

are as follows:

Spectral evidence refers to the common belief that, when a person had made

covenant with the devil, he was given permission to assume that person’s

appearance in spectral form in order to recruit others, and to otherwise carry

out his nefarious deeds. Ubiquitous and sensational, testimony concerning the

spectral appearance of the alleged witches dominated the preliminary hearings

and was a factor in the trials themselves. A special coterie of accusers had

developed, first at Salem, then another at Andover, claiming the power to see

the alleged spectres. Testimony concerning spectral appearance was limited to

these self-selected groups who were enabled by a ‘special sight ’ to see what to

others was invisible. It is doubtful that anyone was accused who was not

charged with having appeared in spectral form.

In contrast to allegations of spectral appearance were charges that the

persons accused had engaged in what is here described as non-spectral acts of

malefic witchcraft, which sprang from the malice and ill-will of neighbour against

neighbour." The concept was deeply embedded in the culture that some

individuals, through the devil’s arts, could obtain magical powers by which to

cast spells, pronounce curses, and cause accident, storms, sickness and death.

Such persons were alleged to have power to foretell the future, and to perform

supernatural feats of strength.# The use of poppets and potions, sometimes

described as ‘object magic’, is here considered as part of this more general

category of non-spectral acts of witchcraft. There were, in fact, people who

claimed these kinds of powers. While the appearance of spectres was limited to

those few bewitched individuals who had been given a ‘special sight ’, the non-

spectral acts of malefic witchcraft were openly visible to anyone who observed

the misfortunes of life, and chose to put a diabolic construction upon them.

After accusations of spectral appearance had been made by members of this

select group, which was said to be ‘bewitched’, ordinary people from the

community stepped forward with additional accusations of non-spectral acts of

witchcraft against thirty of them. Twenty-seven of the thirty were named

during the Salem phase of accusation (late February to early June ). Three

were named during the Andover phase (mid-July to mid-September ).

The third type of evidencewas that of confession. By confessing, the individuals

acknowledged having made a covenant with Satan, thus confirming the

" The phrase non-spectral acts of malefic witchcraft is a somewhat cumbersome way of making the

distinction, but is utilized here to make explicit the difference in concepts involved. Weisman (see

note ) called it ‘ordinary witchcraft ’, but I have chosen to retain in the designation both the

distinction between spectral and non-spectral acts, and the distinction between black magic that

springs from a malefic spirit, and so-called white magic that could be used for benevolent purposes.
# Samuel G. Drake, The witchcraft delusion in New England ( vols., New York, ), , –.



   

accusations that had been made against them. Roughly one third of those

charged admitted complicity with the devil ( out of ). However, forty-

three of the fifty confessions on record came during the later Andover phase of

the accusations. Only seven confessions had been forthcoming during the

earlier Salem phase. This flurry of confessions toward the end of the proceedings

reflected a change in the dynamic of the accusations that should not be read

back into the Salem stage of events.

The purpose of this discussion is to examine how these forms of evidence

entered into the selection of individuals for trial and execution. One hundred

and fifty-six persons were indicted before and during the active life of the court

of oyer and terminer. But then, as now, the process of indictment was separate

from that of trial. Of the one hundred and fifty-six persons handed over to the

court by the local magistrates, twenty-eight were brought to trial, and twenty

were executed.$ While everyone indicted was potentially at risk, it was only

these twenty-eight persons who were placed immediately at risk, for it was only

the court which could determine guilt, and pronounce judgment. The question

to be explored is whether it is possible to discover a relationship between the

types of evidence with which a prisoner had been charged and the selection

process for trial and subsequent execution.

Determination of the court’s method of procedure has been made more

difficult by the fact that the records of the trials themselves have been lost. All

that remain are secondary sources.% But the record of the persons called for

trial, and the disposition of each case has been known and remained constant

for over three hundred years. What is critical to our understanding is not the

popular conversation that surrounded the trials, but the basis upon which the

court selected those persons to be tried, and the principles upon which

judgment was declared. And enough information remains to examine those

issues.

Standard explanations have affirmed that individuals were hanged on the

basis of spectral evidence alone, that confession was the surest way to avoid

trial, and that non-spectral acts of witchcraft entered only marginally into the

court’s decisions because they provided no clear link of a covenant with Satan.

Documentation for these generalizations will be provided as the skein of the

argument develops. That argument will demonstrate that not one person was

even called to trial, much less hanged, on the basis of spectral evidence alone.

The single magnet that most notably attracted the court’s attention was the

charge of non-spectral acts of malefic witchcraft. And because of the court’s

early preoccupation with persons charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft,

$ Technically, Giles Corey was not tried because he refused to plead to the charges. However,

in calling for the English expedient of pressing with weights to compel a plea, the court, in effect,

sentenced him to death, and for the purposes of this summary he is included in the totals without

footnoting the exception every time it occurs.
% Charles W. Upham, Salem witchcraft ( vols., New York, ), , , –. Paul Boyer

and Stephen Nissenbaum, Salem possessed: the social origins of witchcraft (Cambridge, MA, ),

p. , n. .
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confession was not even formally considered by the court until the last set of

trials ( September ). When it did finally turn to prisoners who had

confessed, it continued its practice of convicting all those whom it tried, but

faltered at their execution. The reprieves it then granted were the last decisions

the court of oyer and terminer was allowed to make. Thus confession, arguably,

became the issue upon which the court foundered.

II

Warrant for these arguments is drawn from a chronological listing of the one

hundred and fifty-six persons indicted before and during the active life of the

court of oyer and terminer. This master list is then sorted into three tables that

name the persons who bore only charges of spectral appearance, those who

were charged with non-spectral acts of malefic witchcraft, and those who are on

record as having confessed. A fourth table provides a chronological list of the

trials.

The master list is a compilation from five different sources, utilizing lists

prepared by Boyer and Nissenbaum, Weisman, Godbeer, the Danvers Archival

Center, and Robinson.& No attempt has been made to reconcile differences in

those lists. There are, and probably always will be, gaps in our knowledge

about persons, dates, and charges. But together they form a composite of what

is currently known. Their presentation in tabular form makes it possible to see

where there is strongest agreement, and where judgments vary. For the most

part, the chronological order used in these tables is an adaptation of an original

alphabetical listing by the authors. Only Robinson also utilized the chrono-

logical format. The sequence here follows an earlier version limited to the lists

from Boyer and Nissenbaum, and Weisman.'

& Paul Boyer and Stephen Nissenbaum, Salem-Village witchcraft: a documentary record of local

conflict in New England (Belmont, CA, ) ; Richard Weisman, Witchcraft, magic, and religion in ��th-

century Massachusetts (Amherst, MA, ) ; Richard Godbeer, The devil’s dominion: magic and religion

in early New England (Cambridge, ) ; Danvers Archival Center, Richard Trask, Dir. (Danvers,

MA: unpublished, compiled ) ; Enders Robinson, Salem witchcraft and Hawthorne’s ‘House of

Seven Gables ’ (Bowie, MD, ).
' Wendel D. Craker, Cotton Mather’s wrangle with the devil : a sociological analysis of the fantastic (Ann

Arbor, ). The question is legitimately raised about why the perspective on the court’s use of

evidence discussed first in this dissertation, and elaborated in the accompanying article, has not

been uncovered by earlier researchers dealing with the Salem material. An answer to that question

can only be speculative in nature. What can be noted with greater certainty are the two

methodological steps included in this research which have not been previously reported. The first

is the compilation of the chronological chart appearing as an appendix to this discussion.

Developments outlined in the text could not have been so sharply defined without conversion of

these earlier alphabetical listings to the chronological format. The second methodological

contribution is a more rigorous separation of indictment from trial. Authors vary in the degree to

which they even recognize that such a distinction was possible ; but few, if any, have made the

separation an integral part of their argument. Often descriptions of the ‘dynamic’ of the trials

include testimony taken at the indictments of people who were never brought to trial. The choices

made by the court of oyer and terminer become dramatically clear only after separating the

chronological chart into the kinds of evidence used against particular prisoners. Tables – provide

the demonstration of those distinctions. I was surprised that no one had taken these two critical



   

However, once the lists are tabulated, there arises the question of how those

results fit into the documentary record of the trials which has been used to

support the standard explanations described above. Significantly helpful in this

re-examination of the court’s use of evidence is Cotton Mather’s discussion in

The wonders of the invisible world.( It was late in the summer of  that he

conceived the idea of writing a defence of the court of oyer and terminer to

counteract the mounting criticism of the trials. He was urged forward in that

task by both Chief Justice Wm Stoughton and Governor Wm Phips. The tract

that he put together was derived from a disparate set of sources, including a

couple of his own sermons, reflections on conditions in the colony, and

descriptions of similar episodes in Europe. But the central purpose was the

publication of transcripts from several of the trials, designed to show the

carefulness with which the court had acted, and the justice of the outcome.

However, Wonders was not completed until  October , three and one-

half weeks after the last of the trials had been conducted ( September ),

so it came too late to affect the further course of the trials. Yet from that belated

effort have derived two serious misunderstandings of Mather’s role in the

events. The impassioned language with which he defended the court has

caused him to be mistakenly perceived as one of the chief fomenters of the

witchcraft episode.) Moreover, since the court is commonly regarded as

having acted rashly, his defence is frequently considered as an attempt to

provide a cover for the excesses of that body.* However, it will be argued that

beneath his florid rhetoric, Mather provides a more compelling account of the

actual course followed by the court than is provided by those who dismiss his

argument as self-serving by the court and the clergy.

Cotton Mather’s review of the rules governing evidence in witchcraft trials

is the most thorough discussion available. Utilizing three English authors,

steps earlier. It would appear that the Salem episode is an apt illustration of the principle that the

way an event is framed sets limits to what can be seen. One can only surmise that the standard

interpretations discussed in the text, or other theoretical blinders, have kept scholars from asking

the kinds of questions that did, in this instance, lead to the explorations presented here. Salem

scholarship did not really begin until the mid-nineteenth century, and when it did, it arose as a

reaction of abhorrence that such an event could have occurred. It turned the original rage on its

head, and tended to demonize the perpetrators of the trials in a manner similar to the way the

colonists had demonized the accused witches. It was in that period that stereotypical assumptions

about the use of spectral appearance and confession became a part of the ‘received understanding’

concerning the trials. It was not until the mid-twentieth century that scholars began to sort

through the impact of that visceral reaction on contemporary understandings of the episode.

Stereotypes about the court’s use of evidence appear to this writer as among those vestiges of the

earlier reaction which have not yet been put aside.
( Cotton Mather, The wonders of the invisible world (Boston, ). Citations in this article are

from the reprint appearing in Drake, The witchcraft delusion.
) The role of principal instigator of the witchcraft episode was assigned to Cotton Mather by

Upham, Salem witchcraft, and the designation remains firmly in place in popular understanding. A

more balanced view of Mather’s role is succinctly stated in Kenneth Silverman’s, Selected letters of

Cotton Mather (Baton Rouge, LA, ), pp. ,.
* Weisman, Witchcraft, magic, and religion, pp. , .
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William Perkins, John Gaule, and Richard Bernard,"! Mather discussed how

the various kinds of evidence were weighted to bring a conviction in court.

With a straight-faced seriousness which defies comprehension by a con-

temporary reader he summarized their discussions of the relative merits of the

range of superstitions that comprised the common folklore of witchcraft.

Quoting Perkins, he noted first of all that ‘There are Presumptions, which do at

least probably and conjecturally note one to be a Witch. These give occasion to

Examine, yet they are no sufficient Causes of Conviction’."" In a letter to Judge

Richards, Cotton Mather utilized this concept of ‘presumptive evidence’, and

relegated spectral appearance to that category."# If such evidence were true,

Mather elsewhere argues, ‘Providence at the same time [would] have brought

into our hands, these more evident and sensible things whereupon a man is

esteemed a criminal ’."$ What Mather described as ‘evident and sensible

things ’ we would describe as empirical evidence. The admission of spectral

evidence at the indictments served the principle of presumptive evidence

similar to a grand jury’s inquiry into probable cause. In the early stages it was

regarded as a valid means for procedure. The key question was whether it was,

in the end, allowed to stand by itself.

Perkins went on to describe two forms of evidence that were deemed

sufficient to warrant a conviction. One was ‘ the free and voluntary Confession

of the Crime, made by the party suspected and accused…’ The other was:

The Testimony of two Witnesses, of good and honest Report, avouching before the

Magistrate, upon their own Knowledge…that the party accused hath made a League

with the Devil, or hath done some known practices of witchcraft. And, all Arguments that do

necessarily prove either of these…(emphasis added)."%

A ‘known practice of witchcraft ’ would include ‘any action or work which

necessarily infers a Covenant made, as, that he hath used enchantments,

divined things before they come to pass (etc.)…’ Feats that could only be

accomplished by super-human assistance also fall into the same category."&

By this formula, spectral evidence could be used to indict, but not to convict.

For this, either confession or evidence of non-spectral acts of witchcraft would

be required. But the confession must be credible, and the testimony concerning

non-spectral acts of witchcraft must be by at least two persons of good

character, and must either expressly or inferentially reflect actions accom-

plished with the aid of Satan. Within these hedges the court could and, in

fact, should proceed. It is the argument of this study that these distinctions do,

indeed, make an aptly significant overlay when applied to the actions of the

court of oyer and terminer.

However, to support the common view, it is necessary to argue that the court

ignored these distinctions. Weisman, for instance, comments about the role of

"! Richard Bernard, A guide to grand-jury men (London, ) ; John Gaule, Select cases of conscience

concerning witchcraft (London, ) ; William Perkins, A discourse of the damned art of witchcraft

(London, ). "" Drake, Witchcraft delusion, , , .
"# Silverman, Selected letters, p. . "$ Drake, Witchcraft delusion, , p. .
"% Ibid. , . "& Ibid. , –, .



   

Increase and Cotton Mather (father and son) in defending the court. Speaking

of Cotton Mather’s account in Wonders, he correctly notes that ‘Mather’s work

presented a version of the Salem trials that articulated the standpoint of the

magistrates. ’ But he asserts that this version fraudulently ‘represented judicial

policy as if it had never deviated from the ecclesiastical recommendations ’.

Yet, from Weisman’s own research it is possible to demonstrate that the court

did keep the letter of ecclesiastical recommendations, however much one may

want to argue that the passions of the day violated their spirit."'

III

There follow four tables that list the persons charged only with spectral

appearance; those that also carried the charge of non-spectral acts of

witchcraft ; those who confessed; and a chronological listing of the trials.

Together, these tables provide a different way of viewing the dynamic of the

trials from that portrayed by standard assumptions. They call for a rethinking

of some of the traditions most deeply embedded in Salem scholarship, and open

the door to fresh theorizing about the forces at work in what remains an

enigmatic episode in colonial history.

The largest sub-set of prisoners was that group of seventy-nine persons who

were charged only with spectral appearance. These persons were not charged

with non-spectral acts of witchcraft, nor did they confess. This was one-half of

the total accused. Fifty-two were from the Salem phase, and twenty-seven from

the Andover period. Table  demonstrates that not one of them was called by

the court to answer charges. Not only did the court ignore this group, but so

have most authors since.

The standard claims assert that the court condemned people on the basis of

spectral appearance alone, and that it targeted those intransigent prisoners

who maintained their innocence. Nearly everyone recognizes the presence of

non-spectral evidence in the trial of Bridget Bishop, who became the first

convicted witch at Salem. But it is common to dismiss the presence of such

evidence in later trials as inconsequential, if present at all. Hansen explicitly

states that ‘of all the hundred or so then in prison there was this kind of

evidence only against Bridget Bishop’ (emphasis in the original). Yet, in a later

work he includes description of non-spectral evidence gathered against three

others (Martha Carrier, who was already imprisoned at the time of Bishop’s

trial, Mary Parker, and Samuel Wardwell, who were added later). But Hansen

does not seem to realize the impact the inclusion of this evidence has on his

earlier argument, for he supports his prior comments about spectral evidence

"' Weisman, Witchcraft, magic, and religion, p. . In Appendix C of the same volume (pp.

–) Weisman notes with an asterisk those whom his research found to be charged with non-

spectral acts of witchcraft, a category which he describes as ordinary witchcraft. This includes all

of those hanged, with the exception of Mary Parker. That exception is discussed more fully in the

text, and note i in the Masterlist.
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Table . Chronological chart of accusations of spectral appearancea

Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

SALEM

 Sarah Osborne  B, W, G, D, R } DIED

 John Lee B, W, G } ?

 Sarah Cloyce  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Neh. Abbot, Jrb  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Edward Bishop, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Sarah Bishop  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Mary Black (slave) B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary English  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 William Hobbs  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Thomas Dyer D, R } ?

 Sam. Passanautonc D, R } ?

 Thatcher (female

slave)

D, R ? ?

 Sarah Murrill  B, W, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Morey B, W, G }? SCJ

 Mary Cox D, R }? ?

 Bethia Carter, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Bethia Carter, Jr  W, G, D, R } ?

 Ann Sears  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Elizabeth Colson  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Thomas Hardy G, R } ?

 Abigail Somes  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Dan Andrew  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Sarah Buckley  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Tom Farrer  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Elizabeth Hart  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 George Jacobs, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Rebecca Jacobs  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Witheridge  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mehitabel Downing  G, D, R } SCJ

 Sarah Bassett  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Sarah Proctor  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Susanna Roots  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary De Rich  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Sarah Pease B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Benjamin Proctor  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Jerson Toothaker B, W, G } SCJ

 Arthur Abbot  B, G, D, R } SCJ

 Capt. John Alden  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Elizabeth Cary  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Capt. John Flood  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Elizabeth Fosdick  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 William Proctor  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Sarah Rice  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Margaret Toothaker  B, G, D, R } SCJ

 Elizabeth Paine  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Sarah Churchill  G, R } AFFL



   

Table . Cont.

Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

 Mary Ireson  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Ann Doliver  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Sarah Bibber G ? AFFL

 Mercy Lewis G ? AFFL

 Susanna Sheldon G ? AFFL

 Elizabeth Scargen D, R }? ?

ANDOVER

 Mary Green  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Mary Post  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Clarke  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 John Howard  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 John Jackson, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Daniel Eames  D, R } ?

 Sarah Parker  G, D, R } SCJ

 Frances Hutchins  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Ruth Wilford  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Abigail Johnson  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Eliz. Dicer B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Marg. Prince  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Mary Colson  W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Joseph Emons B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Nicholas Frost B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Jane Lilly  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Taylor  W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Dane (male slave) D, R } ?

 Eunice Fry  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Reb. Johnson, Jr  D, R } SCJ

 Henry Salter  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 John Sawdy, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Joanna Tyler  G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Tyler  D, R } SCJ

 Hannah Carroll B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Sarah (Davis) Cole  B, G, D, R } SCJ

 Joan Peney  B, W, G, D, R } ?

a This is a chronological list of persons charged only with spectral appearance during the

Salem witchcraft episode. They neither were charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft, nor did

they confess. This list is extracted from the Master List of the accused at the end of this article.

Since the focus of this inquiry is on the use that the court of oyer and terminer made of the three

forms of evidence presented in the trials, only those who were accused before the last action of the

court on  September  are included in this list. The significance of this chart is in the

information not present. Among those who were not charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft,

and who did not confess, there was not a single person who was called before the court of oyer

and terminer for trial. However much weight the court may have given to spectral evidence

when it appeared in conjunction with other types of evidence, the court was meticulously careful

to consider only those who also bore charges of non-spectral acts of witchcraft, or who had

confessed. For a key to the headings, see Master List.
b See note e, Master List. c See note g, Master List.
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with a footnote in his later article."( Similarly, Weisman affirms that in the

second set of trials the five accused were condemned on the basis of spectral

evidence, and this policy was not altered in the subsequent sessions.") And

Weisman, too, lets this affirmation stand despite the fact that in an appendix to

his work he demonstrates that nineteen of the twenty who were executed had

been charged with what he calls ‘ordinary witchcraft ’. Mary Parker was the

only exception in Weisman’s list, and as noted above, Hansen cites testimony

that would place her among those charged with non-spectral acts of

witchcraft."* Even more recently, Godbeer asserts the reliance of the court on

spectral evidence in the remark, ‘Indeed, were it not for confessions and the

afflicted girls’ testimony, there would have been very few, if any, convictions in

 ’. His comments are based, not so much on the complete absence of non-

spectral evidence as on its limited presence, and its alleged irrelevance to the

purposes of the court.#! Conclusions such as those cited by Hansen, Weisman,

and Godbeer have gone largely uncontested.

Given the presuppositions just enumerated, there is an anomaly in the make-

up of the set of prisoners listed in Table . This is the one group of those indicted

for witchcraft which was cited only for spectral appearance, and which opted

not to use the alleged cover of confession – thus combining both of the features

which are generally supposed to have most put a prisoner at risk. Yet this group

was completely overlooked by the court, even though it comprised the largest

set of prisoners which was available for trial.

Once the pervasive role of spectral appearance in bringing people to

indictment is granted, it disappears altogether as a factor in selecting individual

prisoners for trial. Not one of these confessed, not one was charged with non-

spectral acts of witchcraft, and not one was tried. These figures compellingly

illustrate the principles to which Mather appealed in the rules of evidence, and

the meticulous care that the court demonstrated in following those rules.

Those charged only with spectral appearance were not called to trial because

they bore no corollary charge of non-spectral acts of witchcraft or confession.

They languished in prison, a few escaped, some died, but none were required

to face the court. There simply is no statistical basis for the popular

generalization that people were hanged on charges of spectral appearance

alone.

Table  takes up the question of whether the court of oyer and terminer did,

in fact, ignore the testimony concerning non-spectral acts of witchcraft. With

the weight accorded to spectral appearance the significance of non-spectral

acts of witchcraft has often been set aside as inconsequential. Once again, an

observation by Weisman illustrates the point : ‘The popular [non-spectral]

testimony could be disqualified with little or no inconvenience to the court and

"( Chadwick Hansen, Witchcraft at Salem (New York, ), p.  ; and Hansen, ‘Andover

witchcraft and the causes of the Salem witchcraft trials ’, in Howard Kerr and Charles L. Crow,

eds., The occult in America: new historical perspectives (Urbana and Chicago, ), pp. –.
") Weisman, Witchcraft, magic, and religion, p. .
"* Hansen, ‘Andover witchcraft ’, pp. –. #! Godbeer, The devil ’s dominion, p. .



   

Table . Chronological chart of accusations of non-spectral acts of witchcrafta

Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

 Sarah Good  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Martha Corey  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Rebecca Nurse  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Rachel Clintonb  B, W, G, D, R } X SCJ

 Elizabeth Proctorc  B, W, G, D, R } X } RPRV

 John Proctor  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Bridget Bishop  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Giles Coreyd  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Abigail Hobbse  B, W, G, D, R } } X } RPRV

 Mary Easty  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Sarah Wilds  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Mary Bradburyf  B, W, G, D, R } X } ESC

 George Burroughs  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Lydia Dustinb  B, W, G, D, R } X DIED

 Philip English  B, W, G, D, R } X ESC

 Dorcas Hoare  B, W, G, D, R } } X } RPRV

 Susanna Martin  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Sarah Dustinb  B, W, G, D, R } X SCJ

 George Jacobs, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 John Willard  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Alice Parker B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Ann Pudeator  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Roger Toothaker  B, W, G, D, R } X DIED

 Martha Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Elizabeth How  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Wilmot Reed  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Job Tukeyb  B, W, G, D, R } X SCJ

 Margaret Scott  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Samuel Wardwelle  B, W, G, D, R } } X } EXEC

 Mary Parkerg  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

a This is a chronological list of persons charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft during the

course of the Salem witch trials. The information is extracted from the Master List of the accused

at the end of this article. Since the focus of this inquiry is on the use that the court of oyer and

terminer made of the three forms of evidence presented in the trials, only those who were accused

before the last action of the court on  September  are included in this list. This list is

indebted to Weisman (Witchcraft, magic, and religion, pp. –). Twenty-nine names in his

Appendix C are marked by an asterisk, indicating that non-spectral acts of witchcraft were

charged against them. Mary Parker is the single exception, and the basis of her inclusion is

discussed in the text. The most significant information on this chart is the indication that every

person who was put to death during the Salem witchcraft trials bore charges of non-spectral acts

of witchcraft in their indictment. Twenty-four of the thirty persons so charged were brought to

trial. For a key to the headings, see Master List.
b See note a, Master List. c See note b, Master List.
d See note c, Master List. e See note d, Master List.
f See note f, Master List. g See note i, Master List, and p.  in the text.
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with few misgivings by the clergy’. Even more expressly, Godbeer affirms,

‘Because these witnesses [to non-spectral acts of witchcraft] did not interpret

witch incidents in diabolical terms, their evidence was of little use to the

court ’.#" Yet Table  suggests that the court took a different view.

Of the one hundred and fifty-six accused before the demise of the court thirty

were charged with such non-spectral acts. Twenty-seven, named at Salem,

were already in custody when the court was appointed. Three others were

added in the Andover phase of accusations. Twenty-four of the twenty-eight

persons tried were from this group of thirty. No one was called for trial from the

Salem phase who had not been charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft.

Without exception, the twenty persons put to death had borne charges of non-

spectral acts.

Mary Parker has already been noted as the only one among this number who

is not so identified in Weisman’s table. However, her indictment, after citing

Martha Sprague’s testimony concerning spectral affliction, also speaks of

‘Sundry other acts of witchcraft by the said Mary Parker ’. Affidavits by John

Bullock, John Westgate, and Samuel Shattock contain evidence that is non-

spectral in nature.## Shattock was one of the most damaging witnesses against

Bridget Bishop, and his testimony, together with the corroborating evidence

offered by Westgate and Bullock, meets the criteria for conviction described by

Perkins.#$ Despite the omission by Weisman it seems clear that Mary Parker’s

trial, too, included charges of non-spectral acts of witchcraft. Clearly, it would

be hard to explain why the court would have allowed her to stand as a single

exception to an otherwise uniform practice.

Thus, the smallest subset of prisoners (twenty percent) accounted for eighty-

five percent of the trials, and one hundred percent of the executions. Of the six

persons charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft who were not called to

trial, Philip English escaped, and Roger Toothaker died in prison. The other

four were held over for disposition by the superior court of judicature for

reasons that remain obscure.#% Still, it can be confidently affirmed that non-

spectral acts of witchcraft provided the one charge that most surely drew the

court’s attention. The court devoted itself exclusively to persons with those

charges as long as individuals with viable cases remained on the docket. Six of

the ten last cases heard by the court in its final sitting still carried charges of

non-spectral acts of witchcraft. However much spectral evidence may have

served as a predisposition to judgment, the court’s nearly exclusive interest in

this sub-set of prisoners requires an acknowledgment that has not been

accorded it.

#" Weisman, Witchcraft, magic, and religion, p.  ; Godbeer, The devil ’s dominion, p. .
## Records of Salem witchcraft: copied from the original documents ( vols., New York, ), ,

–. #$ Drake, Witchcraft delusion, , .
#% These exceptions are a reminder of lacunae in the records, but they do not seriously under-

mine the argument that the court of oyer and terminer regarded its task as requiring that those

charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft be tried, and that it turned its attention to other

prisoners only after it had examined those available with such charges. See note a in the Master

List.



   

There was, however, an ambiguity at the heart of both spectral and non-

spectral evidence. Under the puritan rubric it was necessary to establish that

the accused had made a covenant with the devil. While spectral appearance

was most commonly taken as evidence of a covenant with the devil, it was

acknowledged that under some circumstances the devil might also be permitted

to impersonate innocent people. Such a ‘ juggle ’ would be in keeping with his

duplicitous nature, and might even be used by Satan to bring a halt to the

proceedings. If the guilty could no longer be distinguished from the innocent,

the task of judgment would be hopelessly complicated.#& Controversy over

whether the devil could represent innocent people in spectral form was a thread

that ran through the proceedings. This ambivalence about the validity of

spectral testimony certainly added tension to the proceedings, which were

already overwrought with fear and anxiety.

Yet Weisman and Godbeer are correct in noting a hesitation implicit in

testimony concerning non-spectral acts of witchcraft as well. Magic arts for the

performance of such non-spectral acts were commonly practised, and did not,

in the eyes of many, necessarily constitute a deliberate covenant with the devil.

The line of distinction between benevolent and malevolent witchcraft was not

as sharply distinguishable as the terms suggest, and the shading from relatively

innocent or neutral acts into thosemalefic acts that demonstrated a ‘trafficking’

with Satan, only added to the consternation of those charged with evaluating

evidence and making judgment.

Complicating matters further, some elements of divination were even

undertaken by the accusers – as in Mary Sibley’s resort to a ‘witches cake’ to

find out who was tormenting Elizabeth Parris and Abigail Williams – a

practice which Parris castigated as ‘a going to the Devil for help against the

Devil ’.#' Nevertheless, by its actions the court demonstrated the significance it

attached to non-spectral evidence by dealing only with persons so charged as

long as triable cases were present.

But because of the ambiguities associated with both spectral and non-

spectral evidence a third possibility was pursued. On the face of it, the third

option appeared ideal. The accused persons themselves might give evidence.

Through severe cross-examination the accused might reveal his}her complicity

with the devil by self-contradiction or confusion. Or, the accused might offer

voluntary confession. As Perkins remarked, what need would there be then for

further testimony?#( Both badgering and pressures to confess were applied at

the preliminary hearings, and the subsequent trials. But badgering did not

always work, and even confession, when it was offered, required caution, and

corroborating evidence. Even so, out of the one hundred and fifty-six

indictments, there were fifty confessors, three of whom were also charged with

non-spectral acts of malefic witchcraft (Abigail Hobbs, Dorcas Hoar, Samuel

Wardwell). However, it will be demonstrated that what appeared to be the

#& Drake, Witchcraft delusion, , . #' Upham, Salem witchcraft, , , .
#( Drake, Witchcraft delusion, , .
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Table . Chronological chart of confessionsa

Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

SALEM

 Tituba (slave) B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Dorcas Good  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Warren  B, W, G, R } } AFFL

 Abigail Hobbsb  B, W, G, D, R } } X } RPRV

 Del. Hobbs B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Dorcas Hoarb  B, W, G, D, R } } X } RPRV

 Margaret Jacobs  B, W, G, D, R } }? SCJ

 Mary Toothaker  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Candy (slave) B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Margaret Hawkes B, W, G, D, R } }? SCJ

ANDOVER

 Ann Foster  B, W, G, D, R } } } RPRV

 Mary Lacy, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Lacy, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } } } RPRV

 Andrew Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Richard Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Thomas Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Martha Emerson  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Bridges, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Hannah Bromage  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Rebecca Eames  B, W, G, D, R } } } RPRV

 John Jackson, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Sarah Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Eliz. Johnson, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Abig. Faulkner, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } ? } RPRV

 Samuel Wardwellb  B, W, G, D, R } } X } EXEC

 Edward Farrington  B, W, G, D, R } } ?

 Wm Barker, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Barker  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Bridges, Jr  W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Bridges  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Marston  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Susanna Post  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Hannah Post  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 William Barker, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Eliz. Johnson, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Stephen Johnson  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Hawkes  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mercy Wardwell  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Wardwell  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Abigail Barker  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Deliverance Dane  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Joseph Draper  B, W, G, D, R } }? SCJ

 Abig. Faulkner, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Dorothy Faulkner  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Reb. Johnson, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ



   

Table . Cont.

Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

 Mary Osgood  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Hanna Tyler  B, W, D, R } } SCJ

 Martha Tyler  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Wilson, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Wilson, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } }? SCJ

a This is a chronological list of those persons who confessed during the course of the

Salem witchcraft trials. This list is extracted from the Master List of the accused at the

end of this article. Since the focus of this inquiry is on the use that the court of oyer and

terminer made of the three forms of evidence presented in the trials, only those who were

accused before the last action of the court on  September  are included in this list.

For a key to the headings, see Master List. This table demonstrates that the court of oyer

and terminer heard no cases including confession until  September , and these

were the last cases heard by the court. When all cases including charges of non-spectral

acts of witchcraft were completed, the court turned to confession as the corollary

testimony required to confirm charges of spectral appearance. In hesitating at the point

of hanging those who had confessed, the court had no other direction to turn by which

to complete its work. In its hesitation public support for its actions was weakened,

allowing the governor and council to step in and cancel its proceedings. Confession was

the issue upon which the court foundered.
b See note d, Master List.

ideal solution for the ambiguity in the first two types of evidence turned out to

be the most controversial approach of all.

Arguments related to confession are more complex than those related to

spectral evidence and non-spectral acts of witchcraft. The assertion that

confessors were spared can be traced to Robert Calef, a Boston merchant who

was a persistent critic of both Increase and Cotton Mather following the trials.

His book, More wonders of the invisible world, was written as a specific counter-

statement to what he considered Cotton Mather’s credulous account. In a

single-paragraph summary of the Salem trials he observed: ‘Though the

confessing Witches were many; yet not one of them that confessed their own

guilt, and abode by their Confession were put to Death’.#)

Following the assumptions implicit in Calef, it has frequently been asserted

that confession, rather than being the surest form of evidence, was the surest

way of escaping the wrath of the court. On the surface the argument appears

valid. After all, only six confessors were brought to trial, and the only one of

them who was put to death was Samuel Wardwell, who, as Calef indicated, had

renounced his confession. Arguing back from Calef ’s observation, Hansen

observes that the majority of those executed could have saved their lives by

#) Robert Calef, More wonders of the invisible world (London, ), reprinted in Drake, Witchcraft

delusion, citation in , –.
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lying because after the first execution ‘ it became obvious to everyone that

persons who confessed, like Tituba and Dorcas Good, were not being brought

to trial ’.#* It is common to treat this attitude toward confession as though it had

early become a settled issue. At a  conference in Salem marking the

tercentennial anniversary of the trials the statement was made that among the

first three accused, Tituba confessed and was not tried, while Sarah Good held

to her innocence and was hanged, thus setting the stage for the pattern to

follow. The simple logic of that observation was later included in a broadcast

on the trials aired by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, which had

covered the Salem conference.$!

Yet Tituba and Sarah Good could not have served the prototypical pattern

implied. Seventy-nine persons had been indicted at Salem by  June (including

twenty-one of the twenty-eight who would be tried, and seventeen of the

twenty who would be put to death). Since the court of oyer and terminer did

not begin its work until  June these people had been indicted before anybody

was tried. They could not have been comparing fates, for there had been no

fates to compare.

Similarly, Hansen’s argument about confession, cited above, flies in the face

of reason.$" With seventy-nine prisoners to choose from when Bishop was

selected for trial, how would ‘everyone’ immediately discern that it was Tituba

and Dorcas Good who made the critical difference, and not any of the other

seventy-six who had been passed over for trial?

Assertions about the court’s use of confession are dogmatic when compared

to the paucity of evidence. Weisman declares, ‘In a decision virtually without

precedent for capital offenders in Massachusetts Bay, the magistrates chose to

exempt confessors from execution. While the precise date of introduction of the policy

is unknown…etc. ’ (emphasis added). Despite the strong assertion, a little later

he adds, ‘The judicial improvisation on confessions may well constitute the

most enigmatic feature of the entire proceedings, particularly since the magistrates

appear not to have disclosed grounds for the policy even to contemporaries ’ (emphasis

added).$# Far-reaching consequences have been ascribed to a policy decision

that remains undocumented except for hearsay evidence in the popular

conversation that surrounded the trials.

In order to understand the role of confession in the proceedings it will be

helpful to look more closely at the chronological chart of the confessors. Table

 lists the fifty individuals whose confessions have been recorded. At the time

the court began building its docket only five confessions had been offered. One

of these was that of a four year old girl (Dorcas Good), and the other four

presented the ambiguity of having served both as accusers and accused

(Tituba, Abigail Hobbs, Deliverance Hobbs, Mary Warren). Moreover,

Deliverance Hobbs demonstrated evidence of mental instability that would

#* Hansen, Witchcraft at Salem, pp. –.
$! CBC IDEAS, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, David Wilson, producer. The programme was

broadcast shortly before Christmas, . $" Hansen, Witchcraft at Salem, pp. –.
$# Weisman, Witchcraft, magic, and religion, pp. , .



   

have made prosecution difficult. Why should a prosecutor have begun with

such questionable cases when there was present a pool of prisoners against

whom had been offered solid evidence of non-spectral acts of malefic witchcraft,

as required by ecclesiastical and criminal law?

Upon the trial of Bridget Bishop the accusers at Salem fell silent. A six week

lull in accusations set in while the court and clergy reflected on what had

occurred in the first trial, and charges were brought against a second set of five

prisoners. It was after their conviction and before their execution that

accusations began again, this time at Andover. The first persons named were

Ann Foster, her daughter Mary Lacey, Sr, and her granddaughter Mary

Lacey, Jr. They immediately confessed, and implicated the five victims about

to be hanged as having been present at the same witches sabbats as they (the

confessors) had attended. This news ran like wild-fire through the colony.

Cotton Mather described it as a remarkable providence, vindicating the

judgment of the court, which had experienced criticism in its handling of the

trials involving the five victims scheduled for execution.$$ After that, both

accusations and confessions proliferated at a rapid rate. Twelve confessions

came in the period between the July and August trials, with thirty-two

additional confessions between the August and September trials. It is this

remarkable upsurge right at the end of the active life of the court which is the

most notable feature of the confessions. Although interest in confession had

been present from the start, it was not until this dramatic proliferation of

confessions at the very end that response to the confessions became a pressing

problem. Confessors were, in fact, brought to trial as their numbers increased

and the remaining number of those charged with non-spectral acts was

reduced.

Table  provides a chronological outline of the trials, demonstrating both the

charges preferred, and sentences carried out. It provides a ready reference by

which to compare the observations of the first three tables with the outcomes in

the trials themselves.

During the first four sets of trials ( June,  June,  August,  September

) the court devoted itself exclusively to prisoners from Salem who had been

indicted before the court was named, and who bore charges of non-spectral acts

of witchcraft. Questions about confession had risen around the preliminary

hearings, and some of the judges may have let their personal persuasions be

known. But the court itself had not formally ruled about the use to be made of

confessions in the trials. Rather than controlling events through the early

course of the summer, intense speculation about confession arose only in their

last stages.

At the last trial ( September ), six of the ten prisoners tried still bore

charges of non-spectral acts of witchcraft, continuing the court’s emphasis on

the significance of that type of evidence. However, two of the six charged with

non-spectral acts of witchcraft had also confessed. The four additional

confessors were brought to trial simply on the basis of their confession to the

$$ Silverman, Selected letters, pp. , .
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Table . Chronological chart of the trialsa

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age Phase Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

 June 

 Bridget Bishop  Salem } X } EXEC

 June 

 Sarah Good  Salem } X } EXEC

 Rebecca Nurse  Salem } X } EXEC

 Sarah Wilds  Salem } X } EXEC

 Susanna Martin  Salem } X } EXEC

 Elizabeth How  Salem } X } EXEC

 August 

 Elizabeth Proctor  Salem } X } RPRV

 John Proctor  Salem } X } EXEC

 George Burroughs  Salem } X } EXEC

 George Jacobs, Sr  Salem } X } EXEC

 John Willard  Salem } X } EXEC

 Martha Carrier  Salem } X } EXEC

 September 

 Martha Corey  Salem } X } EXEC

 Mary Easty  Salem } X } EXEC

 Mary Bradbury  Salem } X } ESC

 Dorcas Hoar  Salem } } X } RPRV

 Alice Parker Salem } X } EXEC

 Ann Pudeator  Salem } X } EXEC

 September 

 Giles Coreyb  Salem } X } EXEC

 Abigail Hobbs  Salem } } X } RPRV

 Wilmot Reed  Salem } X } EXEC

 Margaret Scott  Andover } X } EXEC

 Samuel Wardwell  Andover } } X } EXEC

 Mary Parker  Andover } X } EXEC

 Ann Foster  Andover } } } RPRV

 Mary Lacy, Sr  Andover } } } RPRV

 Rebecca Eames  Andover } } } RPRV

 Abig. Faulkner, Sr  Andover } ? } RPRV

a This is a chronological listing of those persons who were called before the court of

oyer and terminer to answer to their indictments. For a key to the headings, see Master

List.
b See n.  above, and note c, Master List.

charges of spectral appearance. There were several firsts at this set of trials. It

was the first time that anyone from the Andover accusations was tried. It was

the first time that anyone who had confessed was tried. And it was the first time

that anyone had been reprieved for reasons other than pregnancy. Each of



   

these firsts demonstrates how abruptly things changed when the court had

finished its work with those accused at the Salem phase, and turned to those

accused at Andover.

It has already been established that spectral evidence was not allowed to

stand by itself as evidence before the court. It is apparent, then, that when

triable prisoners charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft were no longer

present on the docket, the court turned to confessors for the necessary corollary

evidence to secure conviction in order to carry forward the task which it still

regarded as unfinished. This transition by the court provides added reason to

recognize that it was deliberately working within the guidelines laid down by

Perkins. Once again, the actions of the court confirm the care with which the

rules of evidence were being followed.

Among those who confessed before trial, all who were tried appeared at the

 September  sitting of the court. (Dorcas Hoar did not confess until after

conviction, and only shortly before her scheduled execution, set for 

September.) Though condemning the confessors, because of mounting public

controversy the court was unable to bring them to execution. Before the court

could meet again the governor first delayed the October sitting, and then the

council disbanded the court altogether. Thus the reprieves to confessors

granted by the court were the last pattern of sentencing to appear. Once

reprieve for confession had been offered, it could not have been repeated, for

there were no further trials. Far from providing options of choice throughout

the summer, the decisions concerning confessors were the last decisions the

court was allowed to make.

IV

Surprisingly, the juxtaposition between the court’s first hearing of con-

fessions, and its last sitting in official capacity, has been passed over without

comment. But it would seem to be a more significant coincidence of events

than the much touted, though imperfectly understood, failure of the court to

hang any of the confessors. Chronologically, it was the court’s inability to carry

forward the execution of the confessors which brought about the end that Calef

most desired – the demise of the court. Following those reprieves, not only was

no one else hanged – none were even tried by the court of oyer and terminer.

It is unfortunate that Calef ’s cryptic remark has set the tone for discussion

since, obscuring the complex dynamic that underlay the choices of the court.

The substance of the argument presented here agrees with the thesis set forth

in another recent study of the court’s actions. Just as the court of oyer and

terminer has been described as hanging innocent people on the basis of spectral

evidence, so have the constables been described as being opportunistic in

seizing the goods of accused witches for personal gain. David Brown has

demonstrated that, in this matter as well, the legal system meticulously

followed the guidelines set forth in English and New English law.$% If the system

$% David Brown, ‘The forfeitures at Salem,  ’, The William and Mary Quarterly, rd series, 

(), pp. –.
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of magistracy was one that was following protocol in such careful detail, then

commonly accepted presuppositions of a system out of control surely misdirect

the focus of research. Interestingly enough, the conclusions of both Brown and

this argument rest not on new evidence, but on uncluttering misunderstandings

attached to the evidence that has been there from the beginning. The failure

has not been in the evidence, but in the clarity with which the evidence has

been read.

The argument set forth here has been designed to demonstrate that the court

performed a much more finely tuned balancing act than is generally

recognized. It tried no one based solely on spectral evidence; it hanged no one

who had not been charged with what in that day was considered empirical

evidence; and its formal consideration of confession came last in the trials and

became the issue upon which the court foundered. When the court, in its own

day, answered criticism for violating protocols, it is evident that it literally

spoke the truth – even though the truth did not succeed in its attempt to shield

the colony from what Cotton Mather called a ‘heartquake’.$&

But understanding that does not, of itself, move the scholar closer to a

theoretical understanding of why the Salem episode broke with such force upon

the colony, nor why it overflowed the elaborate protective barriers raised by

the colony’s officials until it overtook the innocent caught in its path. That the

victims of the Salem trials suffered from malice is abundantly clear. But the

question remains, ‘Whose malice? ’ Over the years focus has shifted from the

clergy, to the accusers, and to the courts.$' But none of the conclusions offered

are either comprehensive or compelling. The same can be said for attempts to

explain the episode by impersonal forces such as mercantile capitalism,

misogyny, or classical understandings of deviance.$(

It is acknowledged that this study, of itself, does little to advance theoretical

understanding of the Salem episode. All that has been done here has been to

demonstrate that the court moved with caution and within established

guidelines. If its actions are to be viewed as deliberate deception to cover its

own malice, then the court moved more cannily than it is generally given credit

for. If the court, itself, was self-deceived, then the source of that self-deception

remains to be more adequately explained.$)

$& Drake, Witchcraft delusion, , .
$' Upham, Salem witchcraft, cites the puritan clergy, and Cotton Mather in particular. Marion

Starkey, The devil in Massachusetts (New York, ) cites the set of accusers. Weisman, Witchcraft,

magic, and religion, explains the episode in terms of judicial activism.
$( Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem possessed, cite the rise of mercantile capitalism as the cause of

Salem conflict. John Demos, Entertaining Satan: witchcraft and the culture of New England (Oxford,

) and Carol Karlsen, The devil in the shape of a woman (New York, ), each in a different way,

takes note of the role of misogyny in the events. Kai Erikson, Wayward puritans: a study in the sociology

of deviance (New York, ) applied classical deviance theory to that period of colonial history.
$) I am, of course, indebted to the intellectual efforts of those who have provided the corpus of

work upon which this analysis is based. But if theoretical assumptions have kept scholars from

seeing the ‘hard facts ’ incorporated in this study, it is also true that the changed perspectives these

facts call for should influence the theoretical presuppositions with which the episode is now

addressed. For a discussion of theoretical implications that could be used to explain this change in

perspective see Craker, Cotton Mather’s wrangle with the devil.



   

The participants of that day were as perplexed about the causes after it was

over as they had been during the process of events. Ann Putnam and Samuel

Sewall each offered public confession in church some years after the trials.

Cotton Mather recorded some later episodes of self-reflection in his diary. In

each instance it is clear that they struggled with their complicity in an event

that had obviously gone wrong. But they remained puzzled about how it had

gone wrong.$*

Some time after the trials Calef seized on a turn of the phrase in Mather’s

defence of the court to make it appear that he admitted the court had

proceeded on insufficient evidence. The response to that charge, though

appearing anonymously, clearly has the stamp of Mather’s hand. It provides

the most succinct statement of the official attitude that can be found in the

literature:

What was done in the dark Time of our Troubles from the Invisible World, all honest

Men believe, they did in Conscience of the Oath of God upon them, and they followed

unto the best of their Understanding, as we are informed, the Precedents of England and

Scotland, and other Nations on such dark and doleful Occasion. When they found the

Matter beyond the Reach of Mortals, they stopt.%!

And so, the evidence shows, they did. When the ‘more evident and sensible ’

testimony of non-spectral acts of witchcraft was completed, when spectral

appearance and confession were all that was left to judge, the judgment

stopped.

But the debate about those judgments has not stopped. Nor will it until

analysis is offered that more adequately reflects the perceived reality to which

the Salem episode was a response. Clarifying the use the court made of the

evidence presented to it will alleviate distortions, and opens the door to a more

accurate understanding of the complex interplay of forces at work in the event.

Master list : chronological chart of accusations

The following is a chronological list of persons accused of witchcraft by some

form of legal documentation that remains in the record. This list is a composite

of lists compiled by Paul Boyer and Stephen Nissenbaum (B), Richard

Weisman (W), Richard Godbeer (G), The Danvers Archival Center (D), and

Enders Robinson (R). Each differs in some respects from the others, and no

attempt has been made to reconcile those differences. The surviving docu-

mentation comes from a variety of sources that can be classified as follows:

formal complaint ; warrant for arrest ; the arrest itself ; examination; or record

of imprisonment.

The chronological format provides a picture of the flow of events in tabular

form. The records are fragmented, and establishment of dates is sometimes

$* Ann Putnam’s confession is found in Upham, Witchcraft delusion, , . That of Samuel

Sewall in The diary of Samuel Sewall (New York, ), , , . Cotton Mather’s after-reflections

can be found in The diary of Cotton Mather (New York, ), , , , .
%! Drake, Witchcraft delusion, ,  n. .
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difficult. The source lists themselves, while agreeing on names, may differ on

dates. Generally the earlier of the dates listed has been chosen for inclusion

here. Where dates are unclear, secondary factors may suggest one place in the

chronology as more appropriate than another. Names for which no dates have

been traced are placed at the end of the chronology, though some may well

have appeared earlier in the accusations. Clearly there is work still to be done

to provide a complete list with standard criteria for inclusion.

Key to the headings

No. The number shows approximately where in the sequence action against this

person was initiated. Information is not complete enough in all cases to assign the

number with certainty, but the exact placement is seldom critical to the argument.

Source Which of the source lists include this name.

Chrg. (Charge) The date is that of the initial formal action on record. Where there are

question marks, the placement is made on the basis of secondary information that

suggests the most likely period for the initial arraignment.

Conf. (Confession) This column is filled only if the individual is recorded as having

made a confession. Generally the information is drawn from the indictments. In a few

cases, the confession is known through supplementary testimony. Where it is known, the

date is that of the first confession. Some of the accused offered confession on more than

one occasion.

Ord. Wtch. (Ordinary Witchcraft) This column is filled only if the individual is

recorded as having been charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft.

Trial This column is filled only if the person named went to trial. The date is that on

which the trial opened.

Result Several different results occurred that are noted according to the following

formula:

AFFL: Confessed, but then returned to the accusing group as one of the afflicted.

EXEC: Were executed subsequent to trial.

ESC: Fled from prison either before or after trial.

DIED: Died in prison.

RPRV: Were reprieved following conviction, but still were held in custody.

SCJ: The case was settled by the Superior Court of Judicature, or by writ of the

governor.

? No further information about the disposition of this case has been found.

Interspersed with the chronological list of accusations is a notation of the trials and

executions that were taking place within the same time frame.

Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

SALEM

 Tituba (slave) B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Good  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Sarah Osborne  B, W, G, D, R } DIED



   

Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

 Martha Corey  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Dorcas Good  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Rebecca Nurse  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Rachel Clintona  B, W, G, D, R } X SCJ

 John Lee B, W, G } ?

 Sarah Cloyce  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Elizabeth Proctorb  B, W, G, D, R } X } RPRV

 John Proctor  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Bridget Bishop  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Giles Coreyc  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Mary Warren  B, W, G, R } } AFFL

 Abigail Hobbsd  B, W, G, D, R } } X } RPRV

 Neh. Abbot, Jre  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Edward Bishop, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Sarah Bishop  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Mary Black (slave) B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Easty  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Mary English  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 William Hobbs  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Del. Hobbs B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Wilds  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Mary Bradburyf  B, W, G, D, R } X } ESC

 Thomas Dyer D, R } ?

 Sam. Passanautong D, R } ?

 Thatcher (female slave) D, R ? ?

 George Burroughs  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Lydia Dustina  B, W, G, D, R } X DIED

 Philip English  B, W, G, D, R } X ESC

 Dorcas Hoard  B, W, G, D, R } } X } RPRV

 Susanna Martin  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Sarah Murrill  B, W, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Morey B, W, G }? SCJ

 Mary Cox D, R }? ?

 Bethia Carter, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Bethia Carter, Jr  W, G, D, R } ?

 Sarah Dustin  B, W, G, D, R } X SCJ

 Ann Sears  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Elizabeth Colson  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 George Jacobs, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Margaret Jacobs  B, W, G, D, R } }? SCJ

 John Willard  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Alice Parker B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Ann Pudeator  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Thomas Hardy G, R } ?

 Abigail Somes  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Dan Andrew  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Sarah Buckley  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Tom Farrer  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Elizabeth Hart  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ
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Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

 George Jacobs, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Rebecca Jacobs  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Witheridge  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mehitabel Downing  G, D, R } SCJ

 Roger Toothaker  B, W, G, D, R } X DIED

 Sarah Bassett  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Sarah Proctor  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Susanna Roots  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary De Rich  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Sarah Pease B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Benjamin Proctor  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Jerson Toothaker B, W, G } SCJ

 Arthur Abbot  B, G, D, R } SCJ

 Capt. John Alden  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Martha Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Elizabeth Cary  B, W, G, D, R } ESC

 Capt. John Flood  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Elizabeth Fosdick  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Elizabeth How  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 William Proctor  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Wilmot Reed  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Sarah Rice  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Mary Toothaker  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Margaret Toothaker  B, G, D, R } SCJ

 Elizabeth Paine  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Candy (slave) B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Churchill  G, R } AFFL

First Trial :  June  : Bridget Bishop ()

 Mary Ireson  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Job Tukeya  B, W, G, D, R } X SCJ

 Ann Doliver  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

First Execution :  June  : Bridget Bishop ()

Second Trial :  June  : Sarah Good (), Elizabeth How (),

Susannah Martin (), Rebecca Nurse (), Sarah Wilds ()

 Margaret Hawkes B, W, G, D, R } }? SCJ

 Sarah Bibber G ? AFFL

 Mercy Lewis G ? AFFL

 Susannah Sheldon G ? AFFL

 Elizabeth Scargen D, R }? ?

ANDOVER

 Ann Foster  B, W, G, D, R } } } RPRV

Second Execution :  July  : Sarah Good (), Elizabeth How (),

Susannah Martin (), Rebecca Nurse (), Sarah Wilds ()

 Mary Lacy, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Lacy, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } } } RPRV

 Andrew Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Richard Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Thomas Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ



   

Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

 Martha Emerson  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Bridges, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Hannah Bromage  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Green  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Rebecca Eames  B, W, G, D, R } } } RPRV

 Mary Post  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Clarke  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

Third Trial :  Aug.  : George Burroughs (), Martha Carrier (),

George Jacobs, Jr (), Elizabeth Proctor (), John Proctor (),

John Willard ().

 John Howard  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 John Jackson, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 John Jackson, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Margaret Scott  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Daniel Eames  D, R } ?

 Sarah Carrier  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Eliz. Johnson, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Ab. Faulkner, Srh  B, W, G, D, R } ? } RPRV

 Samuel Wardwelld  B, W, G, D, R } } X } EXEC

 Edward Farrington  B, W, G, D, R } } ?

 Sarah Parker  G, D, R } SCJ

 Frances Hutchins  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Ruth Wilford  B, W, G, D, R } ?

Third Execution :  Aug.  : George Burroughs (), Martha Carrier (),

George Jacobs, Jr (), John Proctor (), John Willard ().

 Wm Barker, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Barker  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Bridges, Jr  W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Bridges  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Marston  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Susanna Post  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Hannah Post  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 William Barker, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Abigail Johnson  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Eliz. Johnson, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Stephen Johnson  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Hawkes  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Parkeri  B, W, G, D, R } X } EXEC

 Mercy Wardwell  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Wardwell  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Eliz. Dicer B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Marg. Prince  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Mary Colson  W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Joseph Emons B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Nicholas Frost B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Jane Lilly  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Mary Taylor  W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Abigail Barker  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Deliverance Dane  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ
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Source

Init Date Ord Date Final

No. Name Age B, W, G, D, R Chrg Conf Wtch Trial Result

 Dane (male slave) D, R } ?

 Joseph Draper  B, W, G, D, R } }? SCJ

 Abig. Faulkner, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Dorothy Faulkner  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Eunice Fry  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Reb. Johnson, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Reb. Johnson, Jr  D, R } SCJ

 Mary Osgood  B, W, G, D, R } ? SCJ

 Henry Salter  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 John Sawdy, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Hanna Tyler  B, W, D, R } } SCJ

 Joanna Tyler  G, D, R } SCJ

 Martha Tyler  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Mary Tyler  D, R } SCJ

 Sarah Wilson, Sr  B, W, G, D, R } } SCJ

 Sarah Wilson, Jr  B, W, G, D, R } }? SCJ

Fourth Trial :  Sept.  : Mary Bradbury (), Martha Corey (),

Mary Easty (), D. Hoar (), Alice Parker (), Ann Pudeator ().

 Hannah Carroll B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Sarah (Davis) Cole  B, G, D, R } SCJ

 Joan Peney  B, W, G, D, R } ?

Fifth Trial :  Sept.  : Abigail Hobbs (), Wilmot Reed (),

[Giles Corey refused to plead] (), Rebecca Eames (), Abigail Faulkner (),

Ann Foster (), Mary Lacey, Sr (), Mary Parker (), Margaret Scott (),

Samuel Wardwell ().

Fourth Execution :  Sept.  : Giles Corey pressed to death.

Fifth Execution :  Sept.  : Martha Corey (), Mary Easty (), Dorcas Hoar (),

Alice Parker (), Ann Pudeator (), Mary Parker (), Margaret Scott (),

Samuel Wardwell ().

 Sarah (Aslet) Cole  B, W, G, D, R } SCJ

 Phoebe Day  G, D, R }? ?

 Mary Roe  D, R }? ?

 Rachel Vinson  G, D, R }? ?

 Rebecca Dike  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Esther Elwell  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 Abigail Roe  B, W, G, D, R } ?

 John Durrant  D, R ? DIED

 Henry Somers D, R ? ?

 Edward Wooland D, R ? ?

 Mary Watkinsj R ? ?

a Rachel Clinton, Lydia Dustin, Sarah Dustin, and Job Tukey are the only persons

charged with non-spectral acts of witchcraft who might have been tried by the court of

oyer and terminer but were not. It is unclear why the court passed over these persons,

but any number of circumstances could have contributed to that choice without

cancelling the underlying principle that those bearing charges of non-spectral acts of

witchcraft were the first to be tried. Job Tukey was tried by the superior court of



   

judicature on  Jan.  (Upham, Salem witchcraft, , ). Lydia and Sarah Dustin

were tried on  Jan. . All were acquitted, though Lydia Dustin died in prison

before paying her prison charges. Calef seems to have confused Lydia and Sarah Dustin

in his account (Drake, Witchcraft delusion, , –).
b Elizabeth Proctor was reprieved when found to be pregnant. She was the only one

who had not confessed who was reprieved.
c Technically, Giles Corey was not tried because he refused to plead to the charges.

But in ordering that he be pressed with weights, the court, in effect, sentenced him to

death, and he is included as among those tried.
d The dilemma of the court is aptly illustrated in its treatment of the three instances

that combined charges of non-spectral acts of witchcraft with confession. Abigail

Hobbs, Dorcas Hoar, and Samuel Wardwell confessed under very different cir-

cumstances. Abigail Hobbs confessed at the time of her indictment, and subsequently

testified against others. In this, she served as a prototype for others who would confess

after her. Dorcas Hoar maintained her innocence through her trial, and confessed only

hours before her scheduled execution on  Sept. . John Hale interceded on her

behalf and she was granted a one month reprieve, but was eventually released by the

superior court of judicature. Hoar was the only one who literally ‘ saved her life through

confession’. Samuel Wardwell had a reputation as a ‘cunning man’ well before the

trials. He confessed at the time of his indictment. By later withdrawing his confession the

charges of non-spectral acts of witchcraft still stood against him, and he was condemned

and hanged as the others who were so charged.
e Nehemia Abbot, Jr is apparently the only one accused against whom charges were

later withdrawn by the accusing young women.
f Mary Bradbury was the only prisoner to escape after conviction. The others who

fled did so either before their arrest, or after their indictment but before being called for

trial. The Danvers Archival Center and Robinson place the date of her arrest as  or

 June, rather than  April as listed by Boyer and Weisman.
g Samuel Passanauton: the only American Indian named on the list.
h Abigail Faulkner’s confession is ambivalent, seeming both to admit and deny

complicity with the devil in the same statement. Given the court’s predisposition to

judgment, this listing assumes that the judges gave greater weight to the confession than

to the denial (RSW, , ).
i Mary Parker is the only one among the executed who is not identified by Weisman

(Witchcraft, magic, and religion, pp. –) as having been charged with non-spectral

acts of witchcraft. See text, p. , for discussion.
j Mary Watkins is listed by Calef as having been sold into Virginia (Drake, Witchcraft

delusion, , ). Robinson (Salem witchcraft, p. ) describes her as a young white

woman who was sold into slavery sometime after  Aug.  to pay for her

imprisonment.

Notes on exceptions to the lists

The following individuals appear on one or more of the lists cited above, but were

omitted from this list for the following reasons :

() Martha Sparks is listed by B, W, and G; but Robinson describes her as having been

imprisoned by Lt. Gov. Thomas Danforth in Nov. , which would have placed

her before the Salem trials. She remained imprisoned until  Dec. .

() Arthur Abbot is listed by Boyer and Nissenbaum as Nehemia Abbot, Sr.
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() Sarah Davis, listed by Godbeer, is the unmarried name of Sarah (Davis) Rice, also

listed by Godbeer.

() Rachel Hatfield, listed by Godbeer, is the unmarried name of Rachel (Hatfield)

Clinton, also listed by Godbeer.

() Robinson lists ‘Three or four men’ imprisoned at Ipswich with no further data.

() Robinson lists four infant children who were imprisoned with their mothers. Two

of them died under prison conditions. The mothers were: Sarah Good (child died),

Elizabeth Scargen (child died), Sarah Wardwell, and Rebecca Dike. The children,

indeed, innocently suffered as a result of the witchcraft trials, but are omitted here

because they were not subject to court action, except as left in the care of their

mothers.


